
ALL-AMERICAN TOURNMqENT, 1988 Round 12.. 

1. He became famous for a senes on Indiana life written under the 
name Benjamin F. Johnson of Boone. For 10 pts. name this poet 
called "the poet of the common people" and "the Hoosier poet." 

ANS. Ja~es Whitcomb Riley 

2. He was instru~ental in the study of artificial intelligence 
and helped develop the co~puter. However, he is best known 
for breaking the "Enig~a" Code. For 10 pts. who is he? 

ANS. Alan Turing 

3. In 1968, he was appointed chief justice by Lyndon Johnson. 
His confirmation was blocked by a Senate filibuster and the reve
lation of outside financial investments caused him to withdraw 
his candidacy and resign fro!]) the court. For 10 pts. who was 
this jurist? 

ANS. Abe Fortas 

4. They usually appear on the landscape as parallel ranges of low 
hills with the surfaces marked by depressions and lakes with 
irregular drainage. They are technically any ~asses carried and 
deposited by glaciers. For 10 pts.what are they? 

JL~S. IVloraines 

5. Invented by Earle Dickson to treat his accident prone wife 
who ,continuously cut and burned herself in the kitchen, this 
first-aid product was pro~oted by Johnson & Johnson in the 1920's 
who distributed it to Boy Scouts arid butchers. For 10 pts. what 
is this popular dressing? 

ANS. Band-Aid 

6. His return to Athens after its defeat is treated incidentally 
in Timon of Athens. He appears in both the Phaedo and the Symposium, 
and is caricatured in The Clouds. An Athenian general, he sold 
out Athens to Sparta. For 10 pts. name him. 

ANS. Alcitiades 

7. It is the practical unit for the coefficient of viscosity. 
It "lis a easy self-possessed assurance of manner, and it is the 
act of balancing an object or holding it in equilibrium. For 10 
pts~ what word fits all of these descriptions~ 

ANS. Poise 
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8. He was private secretary to W.G. Ha~ilton, Secretary for Ireland, 
and entered ~arlia~ent in 1766. Although he never joined a political 
party because he s ought objectivity, he did oppose the refor~s of 
the French Revolution. For 10 pts. na~e this author of Reflections 
on the French Revolution. 

ANS. Ld~und Burke 

9. In 1981, Marguerite Yourcenar beca~e its 1st wo~an member. 
Headquartered since 1805 in the Palais Mazarin, it was established 
in 1635 at the urging of Cardinal Richelieu. For 10 pts. identify 
this 40 me~ber body of French literary figures. 

ANS. Academie Francaise or The French Acade~y 

10. The earliest author to describe it is Ctesias. When Ja~es VI 
of Scotland came to the English throne, it supplanted the red 
dragon as one of the supporters of the English shield. In Through 
the Looking Glass, Carroll describes a battle between one and a 
lion. For 10 pts. na~e this mythical animal? 

ANS. Unicorn 

11. The Greek goddess of the rainbow, she served as messenger 
for the gads at ti~es of discard. For 10 pts. na~8 this goddess 
who has lent her na~e to a part of the eye. 

ANS. Iris 

12. Gne of the oldest sciences in the world, it h~s as its ~isslmn 
to determine the size and shape of ~he earth and strives to carry 
out the measure~ents and co~putations to make accurate and reliable 
surface maps of the earth. For 10 pts. what is this science? 

ANS. Geodesy 

13. He embarked in the 1950's cn a trilogy which consisted of 
lhe Song of the Road, The Unvanquished, and The W~rld of Aou. 
Working in Bengali, his fil~s succeeded in part because of the 
international acclaim they achieved. For 10 pts. name this Indian 
fil~maker. 

ANS. satyajit Ray 

14. A f~rmer ~resbyterian preacher, he invented a vegetable diet 
and launched the first widely successful health food ca~paign in 
the U.S. Because of his adv ocacy of unsifted whole wheat flour, 
his name has now become synonymous with such flour and a popular 
cracker made from it. For 10 pts. who was this reformer? 

ANS. Sylvester Graham 
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15. Its tidal bore and high tides are responsible for the reversing 
falls of the st. J~hn River. for 10 pts. na~e this inlent bay 
of the Atlantic located between New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. 

ANS. Bay of Fundy 

16. Subtitled, or, The Mistakes of the Night, it concerns bashful 
young Marlow's wooing of Miss Hardcastle. For 10 pts. na~e this 
comedy of ~anners by Uliver Golds~ith. 

ANS. She stoops to Conquer 

17. Designed by William Van Alen and briefly the tal1estb~ilding 
in the world, it is considered in so~e circles to be the ~ost 
1\ classic" skyscraper ever built. .For 10 pts. what is this New 
York structure, the finest example of the Art Deco style? 

ANS. The Chrysler Building 

18. Usually yellow in color, it is two-lobes, each contaning 
two pollen sacs within which are numerous p~llen grains which 
are released when it ruptures. For 10 pts. identify this upper 
part of a plant stamen. 

ANS. Anther 

19. He died of a stroke during an uprising against him in 1072. 
Earlier in his career, he spent two years in New Orleans gaining 
American support against santa Anna. ~or 10 pts. name this 
Mexican statesman. 

ANS. Benito Juarez 

20. Classically they have three functions: to discharge into the 
air stream the desired amount of fuel, to atomize the fuel, and 
to make a homogenous air fuel mixture. For 10 pts. what is this 
device that forms an explosive mixture of air and liqUid fuel? 

ANS. Carburetor 

21. Minamoto Yoritom~ first used this title as a basis for asser
ting military and political authority. In 1192, there ~ere thr~~ 
lines, the Yoritomo, the Ashikaga, and the Tokugawa. For 10 pta 
what is this title? 

ANS. Shogun or Shogunate 



· ALL-AMERICAN TOURNAMENT, 1988 Bonuses JY 
1. BONUS 30 PTS. 
For 15 pts. each, identify these two leading 20th century anthropologists. 
1. He stressed the importance of internal linguistic structure and pioneered the 

use of statistical methods in anthropology. His works include The Mind of 
Primitive Man and Race, Language, and Culture. 

ANS. Franz Boaz 
2. This French anthropologist promoted structuralist theory and his work has had 

a tremendous impact on the study of linguistic and social science. His works 
include Structural Anthropology and The Savage Mind. 

ANS. Claude Levi-Strauss 

2. BONUS 30 PTS. 
The Renaissance saw the rebirth of man's interest in himself and the flowering 
of humanism. For 10 pts. each, identify the authors of these Renaissance works. 
1. Oration on the Dignity of Man ANS. Pico of Mirandola 
2. Education of a Christian Prince ANS. EraSmus 
3. The Dlscourses of [ivy ANS. Machiavelli 

3. BONUS 25 PTS. 
The four fundamental forces are the strong nuclear, weak nuclear, gravitational, 
and electromagnetic. Given a description, tell which of the forces it applies 
to, 5 pts. each. 
1. Only one of the four forces affects all particles without exceptions, name it 

ANS. Gravitational 
2. This force is carried by the photon. ANS. Electromagnetic 
3. It is transmitted by mesons, but recent research now questions whether it is 

actually a basic force. ANS. Strong Nuclear 
4. The theoretical particle that carries the weak force has not yet been 

discovered, but likely will be name what? 
ANS. Intermediate vector Boson or W Particle 

5. What is the theoretical particle which'carries gravitational forces? 
ANS. Graviton 

4. BONUS 30 PTS. 
Identify this English monarch, 30-20-10. 
1. Modern historians believe he may have been an albino. It would explain his 

lack of energy as a ruler and also why few took him seriously in his attempts 
to rise to the throne. 

2. His brother Edmund II refused to give him a claim to the throne and gave it 
instead to Canute. 

3. He was canonized in the 12th century. 

ANS. Edward the Confessor 

5. BONUS 25 PTS. 
He was . arecognized expert of Scottish history and on myth and folklore and was 
one of the most influential journalists of the 19th century. For 25 pts. who 
was this man, best known for his collection of fairy tales in the Blue, Red, 
Grren, and Yellow Fairy Tale Books. 

ANS. Andrew Lang 



· 6. BONUS 25 PTS. 
You get tickets to the Metropolitan opera, but you don't know what's playing. 
You get there late, just as the singer is performing an aria. From the 
description given, impress your date by telling him/her what the opera is, 5 
pts. for each correct. 
1. A soprano sings "Vissi d'arte" (I lived for art) as a wicked police chief 

menaces her. ANS. Tosca 
2. A tragic priestess sings "Casta d;vali(Chaste goddess) while invoking the moon 

ANS. Norma 
3. A young knight sings of himself and his origins to a king and his court in 

the aria "In Fernem Lande" (in a faraway land). 
ANS. Lohengrin 

4. A sensitive, poetic artist notices his neighbor is ill and sings "Che gelida 
mani na" (your 1 ittl e hand is frozen). 

ANS. La Boheme 
5. Two people eavesdrop on a nobel man singing about his opinion of the female 

sex, "La donna e mobile" (a woman's faithfulness). 
ANS. Rigoletto 

7. BONUS 20 PTS. 
Identify the international organization from a short list of members, 5 pt each. 
1. Austria, Switzerland, Norway, and Iceland. 

ANS. European Free Trade Association (EFTA) 
2. Ecuador, Gabon, and Venezuela ANS. OPEC 
3. Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, and the USSR ANS. Warsaw Pact 
4. Brunei, Malaysia, Indonesia, and Thailand 

ANS. ASEAN or Association of Southeast Asian Nations 

8. BONUS 30 PTS. 
Identify the biologist from a description, 10 pts. each. 
1. A Belgian, he became professor of anatomy at Padua. In 1543, he published 

the first scientific treatise on human anatomy. 
ANS. Andreas Vesalius 

2. The founder of experimental physiology, this Frenchman discovered nervous 
control of blood pressure and the digestive functions of the pancreas. 

ANS. Claude Bernard 
3. A Dutch botanist, he was founder of the mutation theory of evolution. 

ANS. Hugo DeVries 

9. BONUS 30 PTS. 
Moby Dick is subtitled or, The White Whale. 
Melville novel, identify it, 5 pts. each, 5 
1. A Peep at Polynesian Life 
2. Narrative of Adventures in the South Seas 
3. Foretopman 
4. Life in a Man-of-War 
5. The Ambiguities 

10. BONUS 25 PTS. 

Given a subtitle of another 
pt. bonus for all correct 

ANS. Typee 
ANS. Omoo 
ANS. BT'iTy Budd 
ANS. White Jacket 
ANS. Pierre 

Founded in the swampy forest of Citeaux, they exemplified the monastic reforming 
spirit of the 12th century. They avoided all in~olvement with the secular 
world, cleared swamps and fens for farming, and lived a simple, isolated, 
austere life. For 25 pts. identify this monastic order. 

ANS. Cistercians 



11. BONUS 25 PTS. 
I am going to list a literary figure, and a film in which the author appeared. 
For 5 pts. each, identify the actor who portrayed them. 
1. Eugene OINeill in Reds ANS. Jack Nicholson 
2. Dashiell Hammett in!JUlia ANS. Jason Robards 
3. F. Scott Fitzgerald in Beloved Infidel ANS. Gregory Peck 
4. Emile Zola in The Life of Emile Zola ANS. Paul Mun'---
5. Thomas More in A Man for All Seasons ANS. Paul SCOfield 

12. BONUS 30 PTS. 
Greek mythology is 
brother Poseiden? 
pts. each. 

replete with the amorous adventures of Zeus, but what of his 
Given a lover of Poseiden, name their famous offspring, 10 

1. Aethra 
2. Eurynome 
3. Medusa 

13. BONUS 30 PTS. 

ANS. Theseus 
ANS. Bellerephon or Asopas 
ANS. Pegasus or Chrysaor 

Identify this author, 30-20-10. 
1. As a critic, he defined the "dissociation of sensibility" to explain the 17th 

century break he said had occurred in the English mind. 
2. As editor of Faberls, he promoted such poets as Auden, Pound, and Sassoon. 
3. His family was descended from religious communalists who lived near Nicholas 

Ferrar in Little Gidding. 

ANS. T.S. Eliot 

14. BONUS 25 PTS. 
A gate in a computer is 
one output wire. There 
pts. each. 
1. It produces an output 

a simple piece of circuitry that has two input wires and 
are 5 types. 1111 describe them, you name them for 5 

if it receives a· pulse on either input wire. 
ANS. Or 

2. It produces an output only when iY-does not receive a pulse. 

3. It produces an output 
at the same time. 

4. It supplies an output 

ANS. Nor 
only if pulses are sent through both input wires 

ANS. And 
unless it receives a pulse on both input wires. 

ANS. Nand 
5. It has only one input and the output is always the opposite of the input. 

It is also called an invertor. 
ANS. Not 

15. BONUS 20 PTS. 
The question of slavery was a political volleyball in Antebellum politics. For 
10 pts. each answer these questions about it. 
1. This 1836 rule adopted by Congress automatically tabled abolitionist 

petitions, thus effectively preventing debate of the issue. 
ANS. Gag Rul e 

2. This 1846 amendment to a military appropriations bill failed to pass 
Congress, but served as a rallying cry for Free-soilers. 

ANS. Wilmot Proviso 
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16. BONUS 30 PTS. 
The }ulitzer Prize in history doesn't always go to the ~ost 
deserving book or to one that has ~ade an i~portant contribu
tion to the field. However, these three winners are still 
considered-se~inal works in the field. Given the title, and the 
year it .won, identify its ~uthor, 10 pts. each. 
1. The Ideological Origins of the A~erican Revolution, 1966 

ANS. Bernard Bailyn 
2. The Age of Refor~~ 1956 ANS. Richard Hofstadter 
3. The Uurootea, 1952 ANS. Oscar Handlin 

17. BONUS 30 ?TS. 
For 10 pts. each, identify 
penned these works. 

the 20th c~ntury theologian who 

1. Seven Storey Mountain 
2. I and Thou 
3. Moral Man and I~~oral 

18~ BONUS 25 PTS. 

ANS. Tho~as Merton 
ANS. ~artin Buber 

Society ANS. Reinhold Niebuhr 

Given a list of islands in the Caribbean, arrange the~ fro~ 
North to South, 5 pts. each. They are: Barbados; Montserrat; 
Grenada; Anguilla; and Martinique. 

ANS. 1. An£uilla 2. I'lontserrat 3. M.artinique ~: Barbad:7s ' ~-~"" s. Grenada 

19. BONUS 20 PTS. 
Gulag is the word for the Russian labor ca~ps. For 10 pts. each 
tell.what Russian word is used to describe these. 
1. RUssian for fist, the ter~ was used to designate independent 

yeo~an far~ers and peasants. 
ANS. Kulaks 

2. It is the na~e for Russian co~~unal villages. ANS. Mir 

20. BONUS 30 PTS. 
Iden~ify ~his building, 30-20-10. 
1. It was designed by Juan Bautistade Toledo and Juande Herrera. 
2. It is in the shape of a gridiron to co~~e~rate st. Lawrence's 

day, because he was ~artyred on a gridiron. 
3. Near ~adrid, it now houses a fa~ous art Collection. 

A:::::;. ~scJrial 




